
French – Year 5 – Clothes (colours/fancy dress) – Spring 2  

      

Prior Learning: Children have previously learnt about colours 

Fashion in Paris: 

Paris is regarded as the world fashion capital, and spread throughout the city are many fashion 

boutiques. Most of the major French fashion brands, such as Chanel, Louis Vuitton, Dior, and 

Lacroix, are currently headquartered here. 

                                

 

 

 

1. TWAL: I can understand and name some items of clothing  

We will play games and complete activities to help us remember the names of 

some items of clothing. We will be trying to speak confidently, listen attentively, 

and make links with English. 

. 

                          

  

 
2. I can understand parts of the verb ‘porter’ 

In this lesson we will learn about the verb porter and write sentences using this 

verb about what people are wearing. We will try to make links to English.  

    

 

 

3. TWAL: I can describe what I am wearing using adjectives of colour 

We will write sentences to describe clothes using colour adjectives. We will try 

to take risks and make links to English. 

 

 

 

 

4. TWAL: I can describe clothes I’m wearing using more adjectives 

We will play a game to help us learn some new adjectives and their position in 

sentences. We will try to make links and take risks. 

 

 

 

 

5. TWAL: I can understand a detailed description of a fancy dress outfit 

In this lesson we will read a description of a pirate and then try to draw what we 

have read. We will try to make educated guesses and recall and use previously 

learnt language.  

 

 

6. TWAL: I can design and describe a football/sports kit 

We will read some sentences that describe sports kits and then using a model 

write our own description of a sports kit. We will try to recall and use previously 

learnt language and use a bilingual dictionary.  

                              

 

Words we will know! 

 

 

 

‘e’ sound in French can be spelt – e, ez or er 

 

When we say and write colours as adjectives after the noun, the spelling 

changes to match the noun and whether it is singular or plural and masculine 

and feminine. 

The adjectives ‘grand’ and ‘petit’ are said and written before the 

noun in French. 

 

pantalon robe jupe chemise sweat 


